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Abstract— This paper deals with an architecture for knowl-
edge representation suitable for integrated Robotics and Am-
bient Intelligence applications. The aim of the work is to
adopt a common framework to deal with different aspects
of an “intelligent space”. The key idea is that an intelligent
space is an ecosystem composed by artificial entities which
cooperate to perform an intelligent multi-source data fusion
of both numerical and symbolic information. This information
is used to guide the coordinated behavior of mobile robots
and intelligent appliances, thus extending the overall system
capabilities. The experimental results discuss the interaction
dynamics related to the fulfillment of several service tasks,
whose execution would be otherwise very difficult to achieve.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past few years, research work has been focused
on developing functional interfaces to services designed to
improve the users’ quality of life. This goal involves the
integration of several disciplines, such as health care monitor-
ing [1], intelligent surveillance [2], knowledge representation
[3], etc. We identify two main approaches: the former
distributes intelligence within the environment by placing
sensors and actuators where needed; the latter is aimed at
building autonomous agents (e.g., mobile robots), able to
assist users during everyday activities. As an example of
the first group, the Ambient Intelligence (AmI) paradigm is
aimed at designing intelligent spaces, i.e., distributed systems
assigned to acquire information from the environment using
networks of sensing devices, to manage coherent context
patterns to be used in decision making, and to interact with
end users through functional services. At the same time,
Mobile Robotics pursues the development of intelligent and
autonomous agents operating within environments originally
thought to be handy for humans, thus requiring the robots to
interact with the environment itself in a human-like manner.
Both the approaches give rise to drawbacks which can not
be underestimated.

Intelligent spaces require the evaluation and aggrega-
tion of possibly ambiguous information: therefore, reliable
knowledge representation and data fusion techniques must
be used to provide the architectural framework with sound
information. Data fusion must be supported by a priori
knowledge modeling data interpretation, and it must coop-
erate with systems responsible for data acquisition. Among
data fusion frameworks, the Joint Directors of Laboratories
(JDL) paradigm [4] models information acquisition as a
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5-layer process. With respect to this framework, current
Robotics and AmI architectures mainly address data fusion
of numerical or sub-symbolic information. In literature, data
fusion is usually managed using techniques derived from the
bayesian framework, such as Kalman filters [5] or relational
Markov networks [13]. Sub-symbolic techniques, such as
Fuzzy Logic, are used in [6]. On the other side, despite recent
fundamental achievements in robots autonomy and decision
making, mobile robots are far from being used extensively in
real-world scenarios such as human inhabited environments.
Even simple – yet fundamental – navigation tasks, such as
interaction with doors, is focus of actual research [15]. As a
consequence, some authors attempted an integration between
mobile robots and intelligent environments [7][12].

In this paper we propose a distributed architecture which
is able to actively select the sources of information needed to
acquire the current context (according to predefined models
formally represented within the system), and to coordinate
the behavior of mobile robots and intelligent environments.
We suggest that, with respect to autonomy, robustness and
capability issues, the overall system is definitely improved
by the introduction of a knowledge representation subsystem
that - due to its distributed nature - we call “Knowledge
Ecosystem”. In Section II we introduce the main concepts
related to our architectural approach. In Section III, we focus
on its distributed data fusion capabilities. In Section IV we
describe the representation at the symbolic level, detailing
how this layer guides the low level knowledge acquisition
process. Next, actual implementation and experimental re-
sults are presented and discussed. Conclusion follows.

II. AN ECOSYSTEM OF ARTIFICIAL ENTITIES

The concept of an intelligent space is tightly related to
the definition of ecosystem [8], where the artificial entities
exchange information for the fulfillment of common goals. In
our architecture, knowledge representation is a decentralized
process which is managed by several cognitive-oriented
entities. Each entity - independently and asincronously -
processes simple pieces of information, thus contributing to
a “Knowledge Ecosystem”.

An Artificial Ecosystem (henceforth referred to as Æ), is
a set of m agents attending different tasks. An agent α is
a 4-element vector, α =

〈
θ, γ, ι, ω

〉
, where θ specifies the

agent capabilities, γ is a set of goals that α can contribute to
achieve, and ι and ω are operators returning, respectively, the
set of data needed and produced by α. Agents can aggregate
in more complex niches, characterized by common goals g.
We define a goal g as the result of n cooperating agents. In
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particular, g = ω(Ag), where Ag = {αj : j = 1, ..., n} is
the niche of the involved agents, and ω is the previously
introduced operator returning the relevant output data of
Ag . With respect to a higher level of complexity, niches
themselves can be modeled as agents and, as such, they
are possibly part of larger niches. Therefore, we extend our
definition of “agent” adopting a recursive definition such that
αk = Ag = {αj : j = 1, ..., k − 1, k + 1, ..., n}.

Agents are assigned different roles. Device-related agents
{αd} manage physical devices (e.g., sensors for data ac-
quisition or actuators), and are characterized by limited
computational capabilities. Cognitive-related agents {αc} are
designed to perform data interpretation in order to guide the
system behavior: in particular, they can concurrently per-
form data filtering, feature extraction, symbolic inferences,
knowledge representation, data fusion and planning; because
they process complex information, they require sophisticate
capabilities in processing and exchanging data.

We assume that {αd} agents are embedded within the
devices they are dealing with, while no assumption is
made about embodiment of {αc} agents. Therefore, even
cognitive agents managing mobile robots-related tasks (e.g.,
obstacle avoidance, map building, etc.) could be scheduled
- in principle - on fixed workstations. For this reason, we
assume that, for each pair (i, j) of communicating agents, a
communication channel ci,j can be established.

III. DISTRIBUTED NICHES OF AGENTS

{α} agents can be grouped in niches which are function-
ally autonomous. In our Æ we identify three main types
of niches: Intelligent Spaces Æis, Mobile Robots Æmr and
Knowledge Ecosystems Æke. Intelligent spaces and mobile
robots are essentially software frameworks (built on top of
hardware configurations) implementing sub-object and object
assessment, i.e., the first two layers of the JDL extended
model [4]. Knowledge ecosystems are software architectures
whose aim is to both represent situations and infer events
which are useful for the system, to plan a course of action to
issue high-level commands to intelligent spaces and mobile
robots, thus dealing with the last three layers (situation and
impact assessment, process refinement). In other words, Æke

faces explictly the problem of symbol grounding [9].

A. Intelligent Spaces

Æis deals with the physical space provided with intelligent
devices. It consists both of {αd} and {αc} agents. The for-
mer group controls either sensors like cameras, PIR (Passive
Infra Red), smoke and temperature detectors, or actuators
like controllers for automated doors or windows; the latter
comprises cognitive behaviors, e.g., filtering and processing
of raw data in order to extract feature based information.
Currently, we dedicate one cognitive agent to manage the
behavior of several homogeneous device agents. For instance,
αc

smoke is a cognitive agent tracking the status of all the
system smoke detectors {αd

smoke}. αc
smoke maintains a nu-

merical representation about the status of smoke detectors.
Analogous considerations hold for different sensors. Other

cognitive agents perform more sophisticate sub-symbolic
reasoning schemata. In particular, whilst a group of agents
implements user tracking using probabilistic state estimation
techniques, others manage either interfaces with users or
other architectural modules, such as Æmr or Æke: these
agents receive high level goals issued by Æke, or to interact
with Æmr in order to fulfill complex goals in cooperation.

Let’s illustrate the interaction among agents using the
following example: a distributed user tracking system based
on camera images. This task involves the fulfillment of the
goal gbb, i.e., to obtain bounding boxes from image data.
This can be achieved by instantiating the following agent
αbbe = Abbe = {αd

cd, α
c
be}, where bbe stands for “bounding

boxes extractor”, αd
cd is a camera device and αc

be is an agent
implementing a bounding box extraction algorithm.

B. Mobile Robots

Æmr manages both the low-level and (part of) the cog-
nitive activities which are necessary for a mobile robot to
operate. In our approach, a mobile robot is situated within an
intelligent space. Whilst it can be considered a mobile exten-
sion to the Æis, cooperating with it in order to carry out the
assigned tasks, Æis extends the sensing/actuating capabilities
of a mobile robot, thus making it really ubiquitous as far as
the device network is extended. For instance, a mobile robot
could sense what is going on in areas far from its sensing
scope, or it could request the presence of an elevator at its
current floor without even being in front of it.

Analogously to Æis, complex behaviors are achieved
through cooperation among device and cognitive oriented
agents [7]. With respect to the interaction with other niches,
specific software interfaces exchange data with and receive
commands from Æke, and cooperate with Æis to purposively
interact with the environment: e.g., during a mission specified
by Æke, mobile robot subsystems can communicate with Æis

through a particular physical agent, αp
di, where di stands for

“device interface”; the communication is aimed at imple-
menting self-localization through triangulation techniques, or
at requesting particular actions to be performed by Æis to
aid robot navigation (to open automated doors, to call an
elevator for floor switching, etc.).

As an example of how the information is managed by
this niche, consider the self-localization of a mobile robot
with respect to an a priori map. The robot is equipped
with a laser rangefinder, providing range measurements at
discrete interval times. This task could require to achieve
the goal gl, namely, to extract line-based features from the
raw scan points. It is possible to define an agent αle =
Ale = {αd

ld, α
c
le}, where le stands for “lines extractor”, αd

ld

is a laser driver and αc
le implements a typical line extraction

technique [11].

C. Knowledge Ecosystems

Æke is responsible for arranging information in patterns
relating numerical data to symbols, i.e., the symbol ground-
ing [9]. Still unsolved in its general formulation, the symbol
grounding problem arises whenever symbolic capabilities are
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introduced into artificial systems. In our approach, symbolic
knowledge representation and data fusion are managed by
introducing αc

kb, an agent dealing with knowledge bases rep-
resented using Description Logics (DLs). DLs consist of both
a Terminology Box (TBox), modeling concepts, descriptions
and relationships, and an Assertional Box (ABox), describing
the actual scenario using the TBox ontology. αc

kb allows
symbolic data fusion and representation using two layers: (i)
a model of the physical space to interact with and its related
information space; (ii) the data fusion structure, responsible
for the creation of meaningful concept instances (henceforth
called “situations”) from base predicates corresponding to
sensor data. In order to update the ABox in real time,
we assume the availability of niches providing αc

kb with
heterogeneous information (i.e., Æis and Æmr).

We adopt a decentralized approach to information rep-
resentation: whilst intelligent spaces and mobile robots
should be considered functionally autonomous with respect
to knowledge ecosystems, their behavior is definitely im-
proved by adopting such a symbolic layer. Representation
is distributed for several reasons: among them, efficiency
and robustness to possible system faults. Efficiency is a
major issue in knowledge representation: inferences should
be perfomed such that the overall system can react within
predictable periods of time. In DL-based knowledge bases,
the computational complexity of inferences grows exponen-
tially with the number of concepts [?]. In order to reduce this
number we divide the knowledge base in domains, i.e., niches
of concepts which are mutually independent. Moreover, in
order to link inferences performed within different niches,
we represent bridge predicates relating concepts belonging to
different domains. Faults are an issue in multi-agent systems
whenever communication is missing: by decoupling niches,
a certain level of reliability is guaranteed.

Finally, planning activities are achieved by introducing
another agent, namely αc

p, where p stands for “planning”.
It receives a domain description and a problem formulation
as input, and computes a course of action - if it exists - to
be executed by agents belonging to Æis and Æmr.

IV. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

Knowledge representation is concurrently performed by
several cognitive agents, operating on symbols originating
from sensor data. Æke is organized in different layers: (i)
representation of physical and information spaces; (ii) data
fusion; (iii) situation modeling and assessment; (iv) planning
and execution.

A. Representation of Physical and Information Spaces

Entity is a base concept for Object, User, Robot and
Space. Each Entity is characterized by both a Position

and a current Situation. TBoxes maintain topological rep-
resentations of environments: a Space is divided in Places
and then in Areas, containing instances of Object. Beside
common objects (e.g., furniture and appliances), a particular
group is Device. Their status is described by Predicates,
which are regularly updated through information provided

by {αd} agents. Devices are classified in either Sensors
and Actuators. The former group is characterized by a
scope within the environment, i.e., a collection of Areas;
the latter by a controlled Object. Examples of sensors
and actuators include: Camera, PIR, Smoke/GasDetector,
LaserRangeFinder, AutomatedDoor/Window, etc.

User models users in the system. Space and Robot are
used as abstract representations of Æis and Æmr. Each
Entity performs Actions. These include: UserActions,
SpaceActions and RobotActions. The first class include
passive actions like ToBeSomewhere, or active actions like
ReadSomething or TurnOnStove, provided that they can
be detected by the system; the second class takes into
account actions executed by Æis, encompassing delib-
erative activities such as CloseWindow, AlertSecurity,
RaiseTemperature, etc.; the third class depends on the
actual mobile robot capabilities: in our scenario, mobile
robots are provided with specific domains of expertise, such
as navigation (e.g., MoveFromTo, UseElevator), surveillance
(e.g, PatrolArea, NotifySecurityStation), etc. Delibera-
tive actions are mapped into sequences of actions which can
be either predefined or planned on-the-fly according to the
current Situations.

An Agent is modeled according to the definition given
in Section II. Data is a basic concept for the data types
exchanged within the system. Recall the αbbe agent, intro-
duced in Section III-A. Bounding boxes are modeled as a
child concept of Data, characterized by a 4-element role
specifying 2DPoints as the extremes of the bounding box.
DeviceAgent and CognitiveAgent are introduced. The for-
mer uses an additional role specifying its controlled Device:
for each Device (e.g., Camera), a corresponding DeviceAgent

is introduced (e.g., CameraAgent).
The ABox contains instances of the concepts Device,

Entity, Area, Data, etc. Sensor data are mapped to specific
instances of Data, and then in Predicates, thus updating
predefined roles of Device instances. They are not given a
semantic meaning: therefore, this layer does not suffer from
the symbol grounding problem, because association between
sensor data and symbols is a priori designed.

B. Symbolic Data Fusion

Inferences in DLs are performed through subsumption.
Given two concepts, C1 and C2, we say that C1 is subsumed
by C2 (and we write C1 v C2) if C2 is more general than or
equivalent to C1. Given a concept C, we denote its description
D as D = δC, and its instances I using I = ξC.

Let’s illustrate this with an example. Consider again user
location tracking. This can be achieved by Æis adopting
probabilistic frameworks [13]. Symbolic information pro-
vided by Æke is used whenever state probabilities are too
ambiguous to be reliable. We consider three sensors: one
surveillance camera and two PIRs. A niche is arranged as
follows. αd

cam, αd
p1 and αd

p2 are introduced. αd
cam provides

raw images to a cognitive agent αc
bbe. It extracts bounding

boxes that are fed to another agent, αc
blob, able to compute

color blobs from the bounding boxes. These data are used
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to associate a bounding boxes with users, whose dress
colors are known in advance. αd

p1 and αd
p2 can provide

boolean information about the presence of someone in their
surrounding, according to the sensor range and position.

Within the Knowledge Base, cameraDev = ξCamera, while
pirDev1, pirDev2 = ξPIR. Together, αc

bbe and αc
blob are

aimed at providing information about user identity, i.e.,
instances of UserIdData v Data. pirDev1 and pirDev2 are
managed by pirAgent. Each User is described by a role
id specifying its identity, such that ∀id.UserIdData, by a
Position (i.e., a collection of areas), and by a dress color.
This data fusion process is managed by αc

cul (see Algorithm
1), which checks subsumption between the scope of each
Device. With UserIdData we identify the User whose loca-
tion is to be computed. It is initialized to cameraDev.scope =
area1uarea2uarea3. If dp1 = δpirDev1.scope = area2u
area3 and dp2 = δpirDev2.scope = area2, we have
d v dp1 v dp2. As a consequence, dp2 = area2 is the
new user location.

Algorithm 1 Compute User Location
Require: id = ξUserIdData; p1, p2 = ξPIRData
Ensure: user location

1: for all u such that u = ξUser do
2: if id v δu.id then
3: d = δcameraDev.scope
4: for all p such that p = ξPIR do
5: if d v δp.scope then
6: d = δp.scope
7: end if
8: end for
9: end if

10: δu.pos = d

11: end for

C. Situation Modeling and Assessment

Deliberative activities are carried out on the basis of the
current Situations. These are collections of Predicates,
stating facts about the current state of the entities. A
Situation is used to map an Entity to some Action

or event. We model UserSituations, SpaceSituations
and RobotSituations. The first class models the status
of Users. It is detailed using intermediate base concepts
(e.g., BeingSomewhere or ReadingSomething), related
to Actions like ToBeSomewhere or ReadSomething.
Intelligent spaces model through Situations complex
events occurring within the environment, such as
TemperatureTooHigh, SmokeInTheRoom, etc. Mobile
robots represent RobotSituations such as BeingSomewhere,
AtFloor, Patrolling, etc. Specific situations can be
used to represent in detail specific robot actions:
WaitingForElevator, GoingToNextLandmark, etc. For
each Entity, the complete current state can thus be inferred
by considering the superimposition of the most recent
instances of the Situation concept relating the Entity

itself to each intermediate base concept introduced so far.

The hierarchical Situation structure proves to be effective
in practice: (i) it is easily extensible: new branches can be
added by creating new concepts, if the system is able to dis-
tinguish among different situations through (a combination
of) sensor data; (ii) its creation can be automated through
classification learning; (iii) using the subsumption, a system
exploiting the tree for managing an active monitoring system
can be easily implemented.

Algorithm 2 Classify Situations
Require: new or updated S
Ensure: classification or alarm

1: s = ξSituation
2: if S is available then
3: δs = δs u δS
4: if δs v⊥ then
5: unexpected classification: fire an alarm
6: end if
7: end if

Once a symbolic structure S is updated, its description δS
is added to all the involved situations s. The overall process
is modeled by Algoritm 2. For each branching concept of our
Situation hierarchy, we must add a description δS: if the
resulting δs is inconsistent, an alarm can be fired; otherwise,
a new classification is in place. In principle, whenever a
Situation has child concepts, the system can actively query
the other agents to receive the necessary information to push
further the classification.

D. Planning and Execution

Æke predicta the effects of the system behavior over
users, intelligent spaces and mobile robots. Each Device is
augmented with a description of its behavior modeled as a
state machine, with the purpose of: (i) modeling each device
as a fluent; (ii) determining expected state values given
the actual device state and inputs. The overall behavior of
intelligent spaces and mobile robots is explicitly represented
as well. Whenever a deliberative process occurs, its effects (a
sequence of Actions to be performed) are instantiated within
the knowledge base before being executed [10].

1) From Situations to Problems: Up-to-date informa-
tion about the system status is provided by instances of
Situation and Predicates. αc

kb is provided with templates
of problems to solve: a base Problem concept is introduced,
characterized by roles specifying a current and a goal state,
to be filled with instances of Situation. The goal state can
be specified in different ways: by the system itself (as a
consequence of previous inferences), by the user (after she
has issued some command to the system), etc. We distinguish
among specific Problems: e.g., for a mobile robot, we have
NavigationProblems, ManipulationsProblems, etc. Corre-
sponding current and goal states are classified, respectively,
as NavigationSituations, ManipulationSituations, etc.

2) From Problems to Plans: Once a Problem has been
instantiated, αc

pi (where pi stands for “planning interface”)
translates the required planning information in PDDL3, a
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Fig. 1. (Left) The simulation environment; (Right) Map of an on going
experimental set-up.

format compatible with STRIPS-like planners. This step
requires the translation of all the required Action templates
and Objects. When dealing with specific problems (e.g.,
a NavigationProblem), only the corresponding actions are
included (i.e., NavigationActions). This information is then
sent to αc

p. A solution, if it exists, is in the form of a
Plan, i.e., a sequence of Actions that should be perfomed
by various agents to reach the goal state is introduced in the
ABox.

3) From Plans to Execution: At this point, we adopt
a planning scheme in which there are high-level, generic
Actions that, when executed, fire low-level, specific
Problems to be instantiated and recursively solved by αc

p,
thus interleaving planning and execution. This approach
proves to be particularly robust with respect to dynamic and
non-predictabile changes in the environment, because we are
allowed to disregard in the high level plan specific details
about the environment, and to delay the acquisition of current
information at the time of low-level planning or execution.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

{αd} agents exploit the Echelon LonWorks Fieldbus for
distributed control. {αc} agents, on the contrary, are imple-
mented using ETHNOS, a distributed framework developed
in C++. Knowledge bases are developed embedding in an
ETHNOS agent Classic, a Description Logic which guaran-
tees sound and complete subsumption inferences. Planning
capabilities are achieved using SGPlan5 [14], a PDDL3
compatible planner.

A. Experiments with Intelligent Spaces

The AmI-related cognitive agents of our framework have
been mainly tested in a simulation environment built using
the architecture itself (see Fig.1 on the left). Simulated
experimental results are carried out by adding specific agents
implementing instances of patterns of user activities, and pro-
viding sensors with data sets recorded through real sensors
(particular data sets have been developed to simulate fire, gas
leaks, etc.). Each base pattern is a sequence of parameterized
actions, e.g., movements, interactions with the environment,
etc. Examples of base patterns are Aanswer−phone−call =
{answer, talk, hang-up} or Atake−lunch = {goto-kitchen,
goto-stove, cook, wait(1), goto-table, eat}. It is worth noting

that not all the actions are treated as discrete events: e.g., user
movements correspond to trajectories in the Cartesian space.
Moreover, during each iteration of a base pattern, an event ej

is chosen to possibly introduce a perturbation in the current
action. Events can range from waiting a certain amount of
time to interacting with appliances, from receiving phone
calls to completely changing the current pattern with a new
one. Events are selected according to a non-uniform outcome
probability distribution Epdf . In all the experiments, αc

cul and
αc

bbe are able to track the user with cameras, PIRs, lasers and
other sensors, maintaining also multiple hypotheses through
subsumption. Another agent, αc

fa, is able to fire alarms
whenever the user remains in the BedArea for more than a
specified time, i.e., the corresponding situation BeingInBed

lasts for too long.
Specific experiments are aimed at testing the active clas-

sification system. For example, during the execution of the
pattern Alunch, after the user has moved to the StoveArea,
the event AnswerPhoneCall is selected. This implies that the
current pattern is replaced by Aanswer−phone−calls. After
some time, αc

kb is not updated with the expected information.
Thus, a specific query to αc

ss (a cognitive agent managing
information coming from a smoke sensor) is made. If the
smoke sensor is responding, the system reminds the user
about his previous cooking action. On the contrary, if no
smoke is detected, it is inferred that the user was doing
something else (the user could be asked about it, questions
posed by the system being a suitable way to obtain infor-
mation). After some time, if a Cook action is performed, the
epistemic operator Kss operates on the knowledge base in
order to infer that the new user situation is Cooking; if not,
a new classification is made or an alarm is fired.

The system is actually being tested in a simplified scenario
comprising a couple of rooms (a bedroom and a kitchen, see
Fig. 2 on the right) which has been fournished with cameras,
PIRs, smoke sensors etc., to infer the actions performed
inside the rooms.

B. Mobile Robots and Coordinated Behaviors

The overall capabilities of our self-designed robot Staffetta
have been previously presented in [7][10]. Here we report
about some recent achievement about the cooperation of Æis

and Æmr.
Let’s consider the following scenario, which describes

a permanet set-up in our department. The Secretariat Of-
fice receives a package, to be forwarded to our labora-
tory. Through a web interface, which is managed by the
αc

web agent in Æmr, a new TransportationProblem is
instantiated within αc

ke, i.e., to go to the Secretariat Of-
fice and bring the package to the Laboratorium. In co-
operation with αc

p, a new high level Plan is created as
follows: 1) GoTo(SecretariatOffice); 2) LoadPackage; 3)
GoTo(Laboratorium). Let’s detail, e.g., the first high level
Action. The execution of GoTo(SecretariatOffice) in-
volves a complex navigation, possibly with floor switching.
Assume that Staffetta is at the second floor, inside the
Laboratorium. The execution of the first Action fires a new
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Fig. 2. (Left) Staffetta entering the elevator; (Right) User tracking through
cameras.

NavigationProblem: its precondition list is atFloor(2) u
in(Laboratorium), while the goal state is atFloor(0) u
in(SecretariatOffice). Whilst the precondition list is de-
termined by the actual Staffetta’ Situations, the goal state
is automatically derived by the high level Action. Again,
the problem specification is submitted to αc

p, which pro-
duces the corresponding NavigationPlan, constituted by a
sequence of MoveFromTo to reach the elevator, followed by
an UseElevator action, and then by another sequence of
MoveFromTo to reach the SecretariatOffice.

MoveFromTo actions are executed by retrieving in the
knowledge base the Landmarks that the mobile robot should
visit in sequence. This list is fed to the navigation subsystem
of Æmr. Once all the landmarks are visited, the single
MoveFromTo action is accomplished, and Æke continues the
execution.

On the opposite, UseElevator requires a tight cooperation
with Æis (see Fig. 2 on the left). At each floor, near
the elevator door, our intelligent space is provided with a
device whose purpose is to manage mobile robot requests
to use the elevator. We call this device “beacon”, and we
formally denote it as αd

b . Through the αc
di agent, Æmr

requests the presence of the elevator at the current floor. The
information channel between the two agents is managed by
an Infra Red channel, extension of the Echelon Fieldbus.
This information is received by αd

b , which notifies αc
e (a

cognitive agent managing the behavior of the elevator) about
the request. αc

e maintains a queue of all the requests, and
notifies all the αd

b agents distributed at different floors about
the state of the elevator itself. Once the elevator is at the
floor and the doors are opened, Staffetta is ready to reach
a Landmark located inside the elevator itself. Thus, through
the αc

di interface, Staffetta extends its cognitive capabilities
observing the behavior of the elevator. Once inside, using
the same principle, Staffetta is continuously notified about
the floor switching. We can model this process by assuming
that the robot is provided with a virtual floor sensor: when
the target floor is reached and the doors are opened, Staffetta
can exit from the elevator reaching a predefined Landmark.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a hybrid software architecture
dealing with knowledge representation and data fusion for
integrated Robotics and AmI applications. Despite its simple

architecture, it is able to manage heterogeneous information
at different levels, “closing the loop” between sensors and
actuators. Moreover, while an intelligent space extends its ca-
pabilities through mobile robots, from the robot perspective
its cognitive capabilites are augmented through intelligent
space-mediated distributed sensing. The system is able to
process numerical as well as symbolic data. Based on the
concept of an ecosystem of artificial entities, the system
architecture has been thoroughly tested in simulation, and
part of it has been used in a real set-up. Actual work is
focused on expanding the data fusion capabilities through
learning, i.e., adding new branches to the Situation based
structure; Moreover, the overall system is going to be tested
at Istituto Figlie di N.S. della Misericordia, Savona, Italy, an
assisted-living facility for elderly and disabled (see Fig.1 on
the right).
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